To Create a “Universal” Experience

Science Center World Summit 2017

Tokyo, Japan
Gender Equality and Reduced Inequalities

Museums and science centers
Fablabs and Makerspaces
STEAM events and Camps
“bringing different cultures together to shine fresh light on the shared stories of humanity” LAD
Empathize
Empower
Engage
Eulogize failures
Gender Equality and Reduced Inequalities
Empathize

Would you drive 8 hours a day to conduct 2 hours workshop?
"My supervisor said my part time job is over, and I am staying, as a matter of fact, I want to change my career." Would you keep her?
“You must be magicians!” enters into the room and says. “I have been trying to teach my college students that stuff!”

Who has the right to decide what they should learn?
“You must be magicians!”, enters into the room and says. “I have been trying to teach my college students that stuff!”

Who has the right to decide what they should learn?
Empower

To represent a country at the United Nation!

How one define empowerment?
Engage

Created for Wide walls, How wide can your walls be?
“I am changing my career, though I should let you know” and he disappeared into another project to create one of the best shows ever!
Eulogize Failure

Yes it’s safe, we all fail..
What’s the difference between my mistake and yours? Let’s celebrate that we learned!
The world is a melting pot and the key is to find each other in the ‘difference’. Diversity is needed for progress and enriching. However, there’s always close minded people that pretend to own the truth.

Their loss!